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Abstract. In Earth system model simulations we find different carbon cycle sensitivities for recent and glacial climate. This

result is obtained by comparing the transient response of the terrestrial carbon cycle to a fast and strong atmospheric CO2

concentration increase (roughly 1000ppm) in C4MIP type simulations starting from climate conditions of the Last Glacial

Maximum ("LGM") and from Pre-Industrial times ("PI"). The sensitivity β to CO2 fertilization is larger in the LGM experiment

during most of the simulation time: The fertilization effect leads to a terrestrial carbon gain in the LGM experiment almost5

twice as large as in the PI experiment. The larger fertilization effect in the LGM experiment is caused by the stronger initial

CO2 limitation of photosynthesis, implying a stronger potential for its release upon CO2 concentration increase. In contrast,

the sensitivity γ to climate change induced by the radiation effect of rising CO2 is larger in the PI experiment for most of

the simulation time. Yet, climate change is less pronounced in the PI experiment, resulting in only slightly higher terrestrial

carbon losses than in the LGM experiment. The stronger climate sensitivity in the PI experiment results from the vastly more10

extratropical soil carbon under those interglacial conditions whose respiration is enhanced under climate change. Comparing

the radiation and fertilization effect in a factor analysis, we find that they are almost additive, i.e. their synergy is small in the

global sum of carbon changes. From this additivity, we find that the carbon cycle feedback strength is more negative in the

LGM than in the PI simulations.

1 Introduction15

During the last glacial maximum (21 000 yrs before present) vegetation was not only less widespread than today but also

primary productivity was smaller (Prentice and Harrison, 2009). This is the consequence of the lower CO2 concentrations

during those times (about 200 ppm less than today), physically via the resulting lower temperatures (greenhouse effect), and

biogeochemically via the reduced photosynthetic activity (CO2 fertilization effect) (Prentice and Harrison, 2009). Today CO2

concentrations are dramatically rising and are expected to rise at least by a similar magnitude (Flato et al., 2013). One might20

thus hope that an analysis of the past rise will help foreseeing what to expect.

Ideally, one could convert CO2 concentration rise directly into climate and environmental changes. Accordingly, the climate

community has put much effort in deriving a characteristic number for the global temperature rise induced per ppm CO2

concentration rise, called “climate sensitivity”. Values can be derived from paleo records and from numerical simulations
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of past climates (see e.g. PALEOSENSE (2012); Royer (2016)). Despite these intense activities the resulting values are still

subject to considerable uncertainty (PALEOSENSE, 2012; Royer, 2016). But even if one had an exact number for past climates,

it would not be clear whether it could be applied to the future climate development. In fact, there is evidence for a state

dependence of climate sensitivity (PALEOSENSE, 2012; Woillez et al., 2011; Claussen et al., 2013). In numerical simulations,

this climate state dependence can be traced back to the different time scales of the forcing and feedback mechanisms (von der5

Heydt and Ashwin, 2016). There is also evidence that the strength of feedbacks in the climate system varies with boundary

conditions (Caballero and Huber, 2013; Lunt et al., 2016)

One such feedback arises from the interaction between carbon cycle and climate. To characterize this feedback, Friedling-

stein et al. (2003) introduced two carbon cycle sensitivities, both characterizing the change in stored carbon (terrestrial and/or

ocean) but due to different drivers: due to a change in plant available atmospheric CO2 (β sensitivity) and to a change in surface10

temperature (γ sensitivity). Values have been derived from numerous Earth system simulations, particularly within the interna-

tional Coupled Climate Carbon Cycle Model Intercomparison Project (C4MIP)(see e.g. Friedlingstein et al. (2006); Ciais et al.

(2013)). While these attempts concentrate on perturbations of the pre-industrial climate, attempts to study carbon sensitivities

for perturbations of past climates are rare. They all relate reconstructions of atmospheric CO2 concentrations to reconstructions

of temperature (see Friedlingstein (2015) for a review). The resulting ’observed’ sensitivity of atmospheric CO2 concentration15

to temperature involves the combined effect of changing temperature and changing of plant available CO2 and is thus neither

measuring β nor γ as defined by Friedlingstein et al. (2003). An exception is the study by Frank et al. (2010), who considered

temperature and CO2 reconstructions for the last Millennium before the industrial revolution: Their estimate should be a good

proxy for γ since during this time the changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration have been only a few ppm. The γ sensitivity

obtained in this way turns out to be compatible with the low end values found in the C4MIP studies.20

Although the contribution of the fertilization and the radiation effect to the different vegetation distribution in modern and

past times have been quantified (eg. Claussen et al. (2013), Woillez et al. (2011)), there seem to be no estimates of carbon

cycle sensitivities from climate simulations of the past. This makes it difficult to estimate the role carbon cycle feedbacks play

for the climate state dependence of the Earth system response to rising CO2 concentrations. Yet this is a critical point when

we want to learn from the past what future consequences of anthropogenic CO2 emissions to expect. To work towards closing25

this gap, the present study compares the carbon cycle sensitvities of the Earth system at two different climatic conditions. In

order to derive β and γ values for past and present we perform a set of C4MIP-type simulations starting from a climate state

representing the last glacial maximum and compare it with a corresponding set of C4MIP-type simulations starting from a

pre-industrial climate state (simulations 1pctCO2, esmFdbk1 and esmFixClim1 from C4MIP). In this way we obtain β and γ

values for two drastically different climates within the same model setup to evaluate their climate state dependence and the30

causes for this dependence.

The paper is organized as follows: We begin with a detailed discussion of metrics for the analysis of carbon cycle feedbacks

before applying them to the results of experiments described thereafter. Following that, we compare the different initial Earth

system states in the two experiments, before analyzing the reaction to rising CO2 concentration. We do this by calculating the
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above mentioned sensitivities and the strength of the carbon cycle feedback. Finally we discuss the mechanisms underlying the

differences in system behaviour.

2 Disentangling the two effects of rising CO2 concentrations in simulations

There are two conceptionally different aspects of how rising CO2 concentrations affect the terrestrial carbon cycle: A fertiliza-

tion and a radiation effect. The fertilization effect leads to increased photosynthetic productivity due to more physiologically5

available CO2 in the air but indirectly also to increased soil water availability because plants become more efficient in water

use under increased CO2 concentrations (see e.g. Chapin III et al. (2011)). The radiation effect is caused by the CO2 acting

as a greenhouse gas. The resulting climate change (temperature, precipitation, . . . ) alters the conditions for plant growth and

decomposition of organic matter (litter, soils). While the strength of the fertilization effect is characterized by β, the radiation

effect is characterized by γ.10

To determine β and γ in Earth system simulations, we follow the C4MIP experimental design (Ciais et al., 2013, Box 6.4)

for concentration driven simulations: Starting from a control simulation (“ctrl”) performed at constant CO2 concentration, two

transient simulations forced by rising CO2 concentrations are performed. In the first of those transient simulations (“fert”) only

the fertilization effect is active, which means that the rising CO2 concentration is “seen” only by the photosynthesis code of the

model, while the radiation code constantly “sees” the CO2 value of the control simulation. Conversely, in the second transient15

simulation (“rad”) only the radiation effect is active, i.e. only the radiation code “sees” the rising CO2 concentrations but not

the photosynthesis model. In addition we perform a third fully coupled transient simulation (“full”), where both effects are

simultaneously active. One reason for this additional simulation is to supplement our sensitivity analysis by a factor analysis

following Stein and Alpert (1993) to quantify also the synergies between the two effects.

Our analysis focusses on changes in land carbon, denoted asC in the following. For this variable the factor analysis proceeds20

as follows. The pure effects of fertilization and radiation are contained in the differences

∆Cfert(t) := Cfert(t)−Cctrl

∆Crad(t) := Crad(t)−Cctrl

(1)

where the indices at the right hand side C-values refer to the simulations from which the values were obtained, while the

indices to the ∆C-values refer to the effect considered. The time dependence t appears only for the values from the transient

simulations, but not from the control simulations where the amount of terrestrial carbon is equilibrated in a spin up simulation.25

In addition the synergy is that part of the land carbon storage difference between the “full” and “ctrl” simulation that cannot be

explained by an addition of the individual fertilization and radiation effects, i.e.

∆Csyn(t) := (Cfull(t)−Cctrl)− (∆Cfert(t) + ∆Crad(t)). (2)
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To obtain the β and γ sensitivities one must consider also differences in land temperature and atmospheric CO2 concentration

that develop in the transient simulations. Of particular interest are

∆Trad(t) := Trad(t)−Tctrl

∆c(t) := c(t)− cctrl.
(3)

The concentration of atmospheric CO2 is denoted here by a small “c” and measured in ppm CO2. Since c(t) is the same for

the transient simulations performed here, the index refering to the type of experiment has been omitted. With these definitions5

the two sensitivities are defined as

β(t) := ∆Cfert(t)
∆c(t)

γ(t) := ∆Crad(t)
∆Trad(t) .

(4)

Finally, this analysis framework allows to quantify the strength of the carbon climate feedback. For this, in addition to γ and

β, we need to know the response of temperature to increasing CO2 concentrations, expressed by the climate sensitivity α:

α(t) := ∆Trad(t)
∆c(t) (5)10

In the considered concentration driven C4MIP experiment set up, the carbon flux from the atmosphere to land carbon pools

does not feed back on the atmospheric CO2 concentration because the latter is prescribed. Still, the feedback strength f and the

carbon gain g of the land carbon pools characterizing the carbon cycle feedback to rising CO2 concentration can be diagnosed

(Gregory et al., 2009; Arora et al., 2013). Supposing that the radiation and the fertilization effect as characterized by the

sensitivities β and γ add up linearly, the cumulated carbon influx to the atmosphere until time t consistent with the atmospheric15

CO2 is

Itot(t) =m∆c(t) = Iext(t)−α(t)γ(t)∆c(t)−β(t)∆c(t), (6)

where Iext is the cumulated carbon flux from external sources of emissions andm = 2.12 · 106 Pg is the conversion factor from

atmospheric CO2 concentration to atmospheric CO2 mass (Flato et al. (2013), page 471). In this diagnostic carbon balance the

terms for the feedback contributions from the radiation and fertilization effects enter with a minus sign because by definition20

positivity of α and β mean land carbon uptake and thus atmospheric carbon loss. Contributions from the ocean response to

changes in CO2 could be omitted in (6) since in the experiments considered here atmospheric CO2 is prescribed. Following

Friedlingstein et al. (2003) the feedback factor f(t) and gain g(t) can now be defined as

Itot(t) =: f(t)Iext(t) =:
1

1− g(t)
Iext(t). (7)

By solving for ∆c(t) one obtains from (6) and the definitions (7)25

f(t) = m
m+α(t)γ(t) +β(t)

g(t) = −α(t)γ(t) +β(t)
m

(8)

Note that in this framework also α, β and γ are time dependent – a point that will be further discussed below.
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3 Experiment set up

This paper focusses on the difference of the carbon cycle response to rising CO2 concentrations in glacial and pre-industrial

times. Accordingly, for each case we need a set of four simulations (ctrl, rad, fert, full) to calculate sensitivities and feedback

strength. In the following, we will use the term ’experiment’ to refer to one of the two cases LGM or PI. ’Simulation’ will refer

to one of the four model runs ctrl, rad, fert or full. For the LGM case the simulations start with Last Glacial Maximum (LGM)5

conditions (185 ppm) and those of the other experiment start with Pre-Industrial (PI) conditions (285 ppm). We did not run the

simulations for the PI experiment anew but chose to use the published CMIP5 simulations piControl, esmFdbk1, esmFixClim1

and 1pctCo2 and to set up the LGM experiment accordingly, using the same model version. The LGM simulations are initialized

with restart files from an existing last glacial maximum spin-up experiment (1800 simulation years long) followed by 200 years

for the adaptation of dynamic vegetation (Jungclaus et al., 2014). The PI simulations are initialized with a spin-up experiment10

simulating climate conditions of the early 19th century over more than 3000 years (Giorgetta et al., 2012). For the transient

simulations fert, rad and full, the same absolute increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration is simulated in both experiments

over a period of 150 years (see Fig. 1) with the full (for simulation "full") and partially coupled (for simulations "fert" and

"rad") Earth system.

Figure 1. CO2 scenarios (∆c(t) in previous equations) as prescribed for the LGM and PI experiments: Starting from 185ppm ("Last Glacial

Maximum", green line) and starting from 285ppm ("Pre-Industrial", red line).

The experiments are conducted with the Earth-System Model of the Max Planck Institute (MPI-ESM, compare Giorgetta15

(2013)). The MPI-ESM consists of the atmosphere component ECHAM6 and the ocean component MPIOM. The terrestrial

processes including carbon cycle and dynamic biogeography are calculated in the land surface model JSBACH. Because

atmospheric CO2 concentrations are prescribed in our experiments, the oceanic and terrestrial carbon cycles are decoupled so

that changes in the ocean carbon cycle are irrelevant here; nevertheless the physical ocean remains an important component

of the climate dynamics. JSBACH comprises the DYNVEG model for simulation of natural land cover changes (Reick et al.,20
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2013) and the BETHY model (Knorr, 2000) for representation of the fast processes of the biosphere, building on primary

production rates that are simulated following the Farquhar model (Farquhar et al., 1980) for C3 and Collatz model (Collatz

et al., 1992) for C4 photosynthesis. Vegetation is represented by eight plant functional types that differ in phenology and

physiology and interact dynamically (see Brovkin et al. (2013) for an evaluation of the present implementation of dynamic

biogeography). Anthropogenic land cover change is not included in the experiments conducted here. Terrestrial carbon pool5

dynamics are calculated with CBALANCE (Reick et al., 2010), simulating temperature- and water scarcity dependent carbon

fluxes between seven carbon pools with different overturning periods.

4 Differences in the initial Earth system states

Globally, mean near surface temperatures are 4.5 K colder in the LGM state (LGM control simulation) than in the PI state (PI

control simulation) but locally, temperatures differ by 20 K and more (see Fig. 2). Soil water levels are mostly higher in the10

LGM state, especially in the tropics and subtropics. Inland glaciers extend throughout most of North America and northern

Europe and the sea level is considerably lower, leading to more landmasses, especially in the Bering Strait and the Indonesian

archipel. On global scale, less area is covered by vegetation in the LGM state and dense vegetation is restricted to the tropical

zone (compare Fig. 3). In the PI state, vegetation reaches far more into the extratropics and the mid latitudes are more densely

covered by vegetation.15

(a) mean 2m air temperature (b) soil water availability

0 2 4 6 8 10

[K][K]
1086420 −0.4 −0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4

[1][1]
0.40.20.0-0.2-0.4

1

Figure 2. Differences between the initial climates of the LGM and PI experiments: a) Difference between global mean near surface temper-

atures and b) difference between soil water availabilities. The values in the LGM initial state are substracted from the values in the PI initial

state. Land areas that are covered by ice in the LGM but not PI initial state show values > 0.4 in the water availability differences.
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(a) LGM (b) PI

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

[][1]
1.00.80.60.40.20.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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1.00.80.60.40.20.0

2

Figure 3. Potential vegetation cover in the initial states of the experiments. The degree of coverage is given in vegetation covered fractions

per grid cell.

5 Reaction of the Earth system to rising CO2 concentration under different boundary conditions

The climate system reacts differently to rising CO2 concentrations for LGM and PI conditions. Fig. 4 shows changes in global

mean near surface temperature and soil water availability in both experiments. Due to rising CO2 concentrations, the global

mean near surface temperature rises and soil water availability decreases in the global integral. Both changes are larger in the

LGM experiment. The temperature increases mainly due to the radiation effect of rising CO2 concentrations; CO2 fertilization5

and synergistic effects do not considerably affect global mean near surface temperature (not shown). The globally averaged

soil water availability, on the contrary, rises due to increased water use efficiency in connection with the fertilization effect and

decreases due to higher evapotranspiration losses under the higher temperatures as a consequence of the radiation effect. In the

fully coupled run, the decrease due to climate change dominates.

Figure 5 shows the change of terrestrial carbon pool size due to the prescribed CO2 concentration increase scenario. Overall,10

terrestrial carbon pool size increases in response to the rising CO2 concentration in both experiments, which is due to the

fertilization effect. The fertilization is stronger in the LGM than in the PI experiment. The radiation effect is negative and of

similar strength in the two experiments. Synergies of both effects are small in the global integral. The last point is especially

important as it shows that linear additivity of the radiation and fertilization effect can be assumed on the global scale to derive

the feedback strength and gain.15

From Fig. 5 it becomes clear that the same absolute increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration triggers different reactions of

the terrestrial carbon pool in the differently initiated simulations. This is reflected in the corresponding sensitivities as shown

in Fig. 6. There, the sensitivity values for the LGM and PI experiments are shown as a function of simulation time. In the

following, the sensitivities to the radiation and fertilization effects will be studied one after the other, before discussing the

combined feedback strength.20
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(a) mean near surface temperature (b) soil water availability

3

Figure 4. Climatic changes in the fully coupled run (continuous lines) and radiatively coupled run (dashed lines) due to rising CO2 concen-

trations in the LGM experiment (red) and PI experiment (black). a) shows the globally averaged change in near surface temperature and b)

in soil water availability.

(a) LGM exp. (b) PI exp.

4

Figure 5. Change in terrestrial carbon storage [PgC] in the fully coupled simulation (black curve) and split into factors (coloured curves) as

deviation from the control simulation (a) in the LGM experiment and (b) in the PI experiment.

5.1 The fertilization effect

In both experiments, β increases in the beginning of the experiment. But already for simulation times larger than 30 to 40 years,

the increase slows down. Arora et al. (2013) attribute this behaviour to the difference in response time of primary production

and biomass decomposition. While productivity increases almost instantaneously with increasing physiologically available

CO2, biomass decomposition remains initially unchanged and only increases when, in consequence of the higher productivity,5

after a temporal delay more biomass is transferred to litter and soil carbon pools. Additionally - and this is found to be the main

effect in the present study - the fertilization effect becomes less effective at high productivity levels because carbon density

of living vegetation is reaching upper limits. In fact, the amount of carbon allocatable to biomass carbon pools is restrained

in JSBACH to account for a down regulation of carbon allocation when structural limits are hit. During the entire simulation

8
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(a) 𝛽 (b) 𝛾

(c) 𝛼 (d) 𝛼 · 𝛾

5

Figure 6. Sensitivities β and γ to the fertilization and radiation effect (respectively) of rising CO2 concentrations and climate sensitivity α

in the LGM (blue) and the PI experiment (red).

time, β is larger in the LGM experiment than in the PI experiment. This is caused by the lower initial CO2 concentration.

In both initial states, photosynthesis is carboxylation rate limited. In other words, the initial atmospheric CO2 concentrations

are too low as to allow for maximum photosynthetic exploitation of the insolation. This initial CO2 limitation is lifted by

the increasing CO2 concentration and leads to increasing primary productivity that allows for vegetation cover extension and

increasing terrestrial carbon pool sizes. As long as the CO2 availability stays to be the main limitation for productivity, the5

fertilization effect of rising CO2 concentration leads to large increases in productivity. In our experiments, the simulated CO2

concentration rise is however large enough to reach a point where insolation becomes more limiting to productivity than the

CO2 availability. The transition is clearly visible in Fig. 7, where the modeled dependence of primary production rate on CO2

concentration is shown for the eight vegetation types present in our simulations.

From that transition point on, the effectivity of CO2 fertilization is reduced. The prescribed CO2 forcing is such that the10

difference in CO2 concentration between the two experiments remains the same throughout the simulation time. However,

because the CO2 concentration is raised beyond the point of effectivity change, the stronger initial CO2 limitation of the LGM

experiment is more important for the fertilization effect than the higher final concentration in the PI experiment. Therefore,

9
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Figure 7. Dependence of gross assimilation per m2 leaf on air CO2 concentration according to the implemented photosynthesis model

(Farquhar et al., 1980) for C3 plant physiology at 20◦C leaf temperature. Abbreviations stand for individual vegetation types: TET for

tropical evergreen trees, TDT for tropical deciduous trees, EET for extratropical evergreen trees, EDT for extratropical deciduous trees, RGS

for raingreen shrubs, DCS for deciduous shrubs, C3G for C3 grasses and C4G for C4 grasses.

although the final CO2 concentration is larger in the PI experiment, the fertilization effect is larger in the LGM experiment. The

stronger CO2 fertilization in the LGM experiment is mostly due to the strong reaction of tropical vegetation. In the extratropics,

the fertilization effect is stronger in the PI experiment but still does not reach the tropical production rate increases of the LGM

experiment.

5

5.2 The radiation effect

γ grows increasingly negative in both experiments (see Fig. 6). It is increasingly larger in absolute value in the PI experiment

than in the LGM experiment. Although γ differs clearly in the two experiments, the overall terrestrial carbon pool changes in

the radiatively coupled simulations are almost similar (compare Fig. 5). The reason for this is that also the climate sensitivity

α varies between the two experiments. α is larger in the LGM experiment over the entire simulation time. The higher climate10

sensitivity and the lower carbon cycle sensitivity γ partially compensate differences between the PI and LGM cases as is seen

from Fig. 6 (d) where the product αγ has been plotted; it is this combination of sensitivities that describes the total radiative

effect on carbon losses (compare equation (6)). Thereby the radiation effect on land carbon storage differs much less between

the LGM and PI case than the fertilization effect discussed above.

To understand the processes behind the different γ sensitivity in the two experiments, it is useful to analyze first how15

climate change induces carbon losses differently in the tropics and extratropics. Table 1 lists the change per degree temperature

change in soil respiration ∆Rs relative to the one in net primary productivity ∆NPP separately for tropics and extratropics

10
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in the two ’rad’ simulations. In both simulations this ratio is smaller than one in the tropics (more land carbon input change

than output change) but larger than one in the extratropics (more land carbon output change than input change), indicating

a very different functioning of the carbon cycle under climate change in these two regions. Considering first the tropics,

net primary productivity and soil respiration decrease (see table), indicating that living conditions deteriorate here. This has

two reasons: First, its getting drier so that plant productivity and also soil decomposition are reduced. Second, the already5

hot tropical climate is getting even hotter during the simulations so that physiological limits are hit more frequently thereby

deteriorating plant productivity by damaging the photosynthetic apparatus (implemented as ’heat inhibition’ in MPI-ESM). But

the reduction in NPP is much larger than the reduction in soil respiration. Hence in the tropics land carbon losses are mostly

driven by reduced plant productivity. In the extratropics the situation is different: rising values of NPP and Rs (see table) are

well understandable because under the warming climate physiological processes speed up there. But since ultimately Rs is fed10

from NPP, the considerably larger increase in Rs cannot be a result of the enhanced carbon input. Instead, it results from the

enhanced decomposition of soil carbon that had accumulated in those vast cold boreal areas already in the control simulation.

Hence in the extratropics land carbon losses are mostly driven by enhanced soil respiration of ’old’ carbon.

Having identified the major drivers for carbon losses in the tropics and extratropics, one can now understand why the

temperature sensitivity γ is larger in the PI than in the LGM simulation. In the tropics plant productivity reduction is the major15

driver, and productivity reacts more sensitive in the PI than the LGM simulation (see table 1) because tropical living conditions

deteriorate from already initially drier and hotter conditions. And in the extratropics enhancement of soil respiration was found

to be the major driver, and soil respiration reacts more sensitive in the PI than in the LGM simulation (see table 1) because of

the vegetation extending much farther north under the warmer conditions and in absence of ice sheets going along with vastly

more extratropical ’old’ soil carbon getting respired. Hence both in the tropics and in the extratropics the land carbon cycle20

is more sensitive to climate change in the PI case. Furthermore, table 1 shows that the larger sensitivity of the extratropics

dominates the one in the tropics.

Table 1. Temperature sensitivity of net primary productivity NPP and soil respiration Rs due to the radiative effect. Sensitivities are computed

from changes ∆NPP and ∆Rs per temperature change ∆T. Additionally, the relative change of soil respiration (soil respiration change

divided by NPP change) is given in the last row. The change of the carbon fluxes over the entire simulation time (end values minus start

values), integrated over the Earth’s surface and all vegetation types is devided by the regional temperature change over the same period.

’Tropics’ refers here to the latitudinal belt between 30◦ South and 30◦ North and ’extratropics’ to the remaining part of the globe. Here,

∆NPP and ∆Rs are considered positive for plant carbon uptake and soil carbon loss, respectively.

sensitivity [PgC/K]
tropics extratropics

LGM PI LGM PI

∆NPP/∆T -134.6 -151.2 10.8 28.6

∆Rs/∆T -55.9 -49.7 17.1 48.2

∆Rs/∆NPP 0.42 0.33 1.59 1.69
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5.3 Feedback strength and atmospheric carbon gain

(a) carbon cycle feedback strength 𝑓 (b) gain 𝑔 due to the carbon cycle feedback

6

Figure 8. Feedback strength f and atmospheric carbon gain factor g for the overall feedback of the carbon cycle to the imposed CO2 forcing

in the LGM and the PI experiment.

Due to the the radiation and the fertilization effect, the reacting terrestrial carbon pool produces a feedback to the initial CO2

forcing. The strength of this terrestrial carbon cycle feedback is lower than 1 (see figure 8 (a)), showing that the total carbon

cycle feedback to rising CO2 concentrations dampens the effect of the forcing so that less carbon is left in the atmosphere than

injected by the forcing. Accordingly, the feedback is negative, as also visible from the gain factor (figure 8 (b)). This effect5

is stronger in the LGM experiment, especially towards the end of the simulations, due to the larger value of β. The stronger

negative carbon cycle feedback in the LGM experiment would, in case of a prescribed amount of carbon input, lead to a reduced

increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration compared to the PI experiment. From the more negative LGM gain factor it is also

understandable that despite identical concentration scenarios in the two experiments, the absolute mass of carbon introduced

to the system by the end of the simulation is larger in the LGM experiment. The recovery of f and g towards the end of the10

simulation is mostly a consequence of the recovery of β (compare figure 6 (a)) for the reasons explained in section 5.1.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

Results from the different phases of C4MIP demonstrate that β and γ vary largely with the employed Earth system model (see

Arora et al. (2013) and the third data column in table 2). The γ values of the LGM and the PI experiment obtained in the

present study lie inside the inter-model range for the preindustrial γ whereas the glacial β is larger than any preindustrial β15

from the inter-model comparison. It is important to mention that there is a difference in the CMIP values for the MPI-ESM

and those calculated from the PI experiment in the present study. The latter consider only natural vegetation types to improve

the comparability of the anthropogenically unperturbed LGM and the anthropogenically perturbed PI states of the biosphere.

In contrast, anthropogenic bioms are included in the calculations of the CMIP values, which lead to larger absolute values of β

and γ than with natural vegetation only. Additionally, a different time averaging is applied.20
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Table 2. β and γ sensitivities at the end of the LGM and PI experiments and their inter-model range according to Arora et al. (2013) for the

PI experiment, considering only models without nitrogen cycle.

sensitivity value LGM exp. PI exp. Arora et al. (2013)

β [PgC/ppm] 2.07 1.33 0.74 – 1.46

γ [PgC/K] -44.0 -74.4 -30.1 – -88.6

While the difference in sensitivities between the LGM and the PI experiments can be traced back to different initial conditions

in these experiments, there is still a strong dependence on the forcing pathway and its absolute amplitude. For example, the

difference in β depends largely depends on whether the forcing is strong enough to produce a switch from carboxylation rate5

limited to electron transport limited assimilation. Additionally bioclimatic limits of vegetation, maximum productivity rates, the

choice of the wilting point and maximum carbon pool sizes introduce transition points to the system that shape the behaviour

of terrestrial carbon pools, which, in consequence, will show different reactions to forcings of different amplitudes. From the

employed set up and sensitivity measures, it is therefore not possible to derive and compare equilibrium sensitivities which

should be independent of the forcing scenario and could ideally be understood as a system property to characterise an Earth10

system state as such. Additionally, the absolute sensitivity and feedback values – including those found in the present study –

must be considered with care since not yet all adaptational strategies of vegetation to changing climate and CO2 concentration

are known (e.g. Christmas et al. (2015)) and implemented in numerical models. But even if one is sceptical about the realism of

the numbers obtained for the LGM and PI sensitivities, the present study has demonstrated that they can be used to understand

why the Earth system may react differently to rising CO2 concentrations under LGM and PI conditions. In the two experiments,15

the terrestrial biosphere and carbon pools react differently to the same absolute increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration.

It can therefore be concluded that there is a climate state dependence in the transient reaction of the terrestrial carbon cycle

to increasing CO2 concentrations in these experiments. More precisely, for LGM conditions, the carbon flux balance is more

sensitive to the fertilization effect than in PI conditions. This is due to a more severe CO2 limitation of primary productivity

in the LGM initial state that provides more potential for relaxation. The sensitivity to the radiation effect, in contrast, is larger20

under PI conditions which is caused by higher initial temperatures and larger extratropical terrestrial carbon pools in the PI

initial state.

7 Code availability

The model code is publicly available after registration at www.mpimet.mpg.de/en/science/models/license.
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8 Data availability

Simulation data are available on request from the authors.
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